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In this paper, we give some results about the fuzzy uniform spaces. Our 
definition of a fuzzy uniform space is that of Hutton [5] with the only 
difference that every member a of a fuzzy uniformity in our sense is such 
that a(O) = 0 (see [ 11 I). This is in accordance with what happens in the 
ordinary uniform spaces. The notion of a fuzzy uniform space given by 
Lowen in [ 121 differs from our concept of a fuzzy uniform space. 
In Section 2, we show that to every uniformity % on a set X corresponds a 
fuzzy uniformity C&F). This correspondence is such that a map f, from a 
uniform space (X, P) to another one (Y, W’), is uniformly continuous ifff is 
uniformly continuous as a map between the fuzzy uniform spaces (X, o(P)) 
and (Y, @@‘I)). Also, if t is the topology of a uniformly %‘, then the fuzzy 
topology of q@‘) coincides with the fuzzy topology w(r) generated by r. 
Hence, the fuzzy topology generated by a uniformizable topology is unifor- 
mizable. 
In Section 3, we show that to every fuzzy uniformity @ on X corresponds 
a uniformly w(Q). This correspondence is such that: 
(1) w 0 p(P) = P for every uniformity 9 on X. 
(2) o o v(Q) is the coarsest of all fuzzy uniformities which are finer 
than C? and they are generated by uniformities. 
(3) If f is a uniformly continuous map from a fuzzy uniform space 
(X, @) to another one (Y, @‘), then $ is also uniformly continuous as a map 
between the uniform spaces (X, F(Q)) and (Y, Y(W)). 
In Section 4, we prove that for every fuzzy proximity 6, the class n(8) of 
all fuzzy uniformities which are compatible with 6 is not empty and that 
n(s) contains a smallest member Z%“(6). Iff is a function from a fuzzy prox- 
imity space (X, S,) to another one (Y, 6,), then: 
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(a) If f is a proximity mapping and %z E ZZ(&), then there exists 
%, E ZZ(S,) such that f is a uniformly continuous map from (X, @& to 
(K w 
(b) If %‘, E ZZ(J,) and %z = %(?I,), then f is a proximity mapping iff 
f:(X%:)+(KW is uniformly continuous. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
A fuzzy set, in a set X, is and element of the set Zx of all functions from X 
to the unit interval I. A fuzzy topology on X is a subset r of Z* containing 
the constant fuzzy sets 0, 1 and closed under finite inlima and arbitrary 
suprema. A function f, from a fuzzy topological space X to another Y, is 
continuous if f - ‘(u) = ,u o f is open in X for each open fuzzy set ,u in Y. A 
fuzzy set ,u is closed if 1 - ,U is open. The closure ,ii and the interior ,u’ of a 
fuzzy set ,u are defined by 
,ii = inf{p: p closed, p 2 flu) and PO = SUP@: P open, P <p). 
A fuzzy proximity, on a set X (see [9]), is a binary relation 6 on Zx which 
satisfies the following axioms: 
(FPl) ,uSp iff pS,u. 
(FP2) (u V p) 60 iff ,&a or p&r. 
(FP3) ,ucIp implies ,u # 0 and p # 0. 
(FP4) ,u& (6 is the negation of 6) implies ,D < 1 -p. 
(FP5) If ,u&, then there exists c E Zx with ,u% and (1 - a) 6,. 
To every fuzzy proximity 6 corresponds a fuzzy topology t(8) given by 
the closure operator p H ,U on Ix, where p = 1 - sup{p :p&}. If ,&,p implies 
,&I, then 6, is said to be finer than 6,. A function f, from a fuzzy proximity 
space (X, 6,) to another one (Y, 6,), is called a proximity mapping or prox- 
imally continuous if ,uS,p implies f @) 6, f(p). Equivalently, f is proximity 
map if&p implies f -I@) 6, f-‘(p). 
A binary relation 4 on Z* is called a fuzzy semi-topogenous order on X 
(see [ 11 J) if it satisfies the following axioms: 
(1) 040and 141. 
(2) p 4 p implies p < p. 
(3) P~<PUPP~ impliesk4pl. 
The complement of a fuzzy semi-topogenous order 4 is the fuzzy semi- 
topogenous order 4’ defined by ,U 4’ p iff 1 -p 4 1 - ,u. A fuzzy semi- 
topogenous order 4 is called: 
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(i) symmetrical if 4 = &, 
(ii) topogenous if ,u, <pl and cl2 < p2 imply pl V ~2 @I V PZ and 
Pl A P2 4 Pl A P29 
(iii) perfect of p, 4 p,, for each a E A, implies sup&~suP P,, 
(iv) biperfect if it is perfect and if inf pu, 4 inf p, whenever iu, Q P, for 
each a. 
By [ 131, 4 is biperfect iff Q and 6’ are both perfect. 
Given a fuzzy semi-topogenous order $ on X, there exists (by [ 131) a 
fuzzy topogenous order eq finer than Q and coarser than any fuzzy 
topogenous order which is finer than Q. It is defined by: p eq p iff there are 
fuzzy sets p 1 ,..., p,,,, pl ,..., p,, with p = V r=, ,u~, p= A;= I pj and pi 4 pj. Also, 
there is a perfect fuzzy semi-topogenous order 4’ finer than Q and coarser 
than any perfect fuzzy semi-topogenous order which is finer B (see [ 111). It 
is defined by: p 4’ p iff there are fuzzy sets y,, a E A such that ,u = sup ,u, 
and ,u, Q p for each a. If { eu : a E A } is a family of fuzzy semi-topogenous 
orders on a set X, then Q = U,,, @,isdefinedby:pupiffy&,pforsome 
a E A. The composition + 1 o Q~, of two fuzzy semi-topogenous orders Q,, 
g2, is defined by: p Q, 0 <,p iff there exists u with ,u2 s2 u 4, p. 
A fuzzy syntopogenous tructure on a set X (see [ 111) is a non-empty set 
S of fuzzy topogenous orders on X having the following two properties: 
(FSl) S is directed in the sense that given any two members of S 
there exists a member of S finer than both. 
(FS2) For each 4 E S there exists el E S such that $ 1 0 & 1 is finer 
than e. 
The pair (X, S) is called a fuzzy syntopogenous pace. If S consists of a 
single element, then it is called topogenous and the pair (X, S) a fuzzy 
topogenous pace. S is called biperfect (resp. symmetrical) if each member 
of S is biperfect (resp. symmetrical). If S is a fuzzy syntopogenous structure 
on X, then the mapping 
pk--+p”=sup{p:p4p for some <ES) 
is an interior operator on Zx and so it defines a fuzzy topology r(S). 
There is an one-to-one correspondence S t) 6(S) between the set of all 
symmetrical fuzzy topogenous tructures on X and the set of all fuzzy prox- 
imities onX(see [ll]). Ifs={&} and 6=6(S),thenp&iff,u<(l-p). 
Moreover, t(8) = r(S). 
Let now 8, denote the family of all functions a from Z* to Z* with the 
following properties: 
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(1) a(0) = 0 and ,u < a@) for all p E Ix. 
(2) o(sup cli) = sup ok). 
For a E a,, the function a-r E R, is defined by a-‘(p)= 
inf{p:a(l -p)< 1 -p} (see [5]). A b ase for a fuzzy quasi-uniformity on X 
is a non-empty subset B of 0, with the following two properties: 
(FIJI) Given a,, a2 E B, there exist a E B with a < a,, a*. 
(FU2) Given a E B, there exists a, E B with a, o a, <a. 
A base for a fuzzy uniformity on X is a base B for a fuzzy quasi-uniformity 
which also has the property: 
(FU3) For each a E B there exists a, E B with a1 < a-‘. 
A base B for a fuzzy quasi-uniformity (resp. uniformity) is a quasi- 
uniformity (resp. uniformity) if a1 E B, a E R, with a > a, imply a E B. 
To every biperfect fuzzy topogenous order < on X corresponds an element 
a = a, E Q, defined by 
a@) = inf{p: p < p}. 
Thus, we get a mapping o = o,, w(<) = a,, from the set 0, of all 
biperfect fuzzy topogenous orders on X to the set a,. The following are 
some of the properties of w (see [ 111): 
(1) o is one-to-one and onto. 
(2) co(&)= [(e)]-‘* 
(3) e, is finer 42 iff o(4J < 0(-Q. 
(4) If a = w(<), then p < p iff a(p) <p. 
(5) ~(4~ 0 -+) = ~(4~) 0 w(az). 
If S is a biperfect fuzzy syntopogenous tructure on X, then w(S) = 
(w(e): < E S} is a base for a fuzzy quasi-uniformity. Conversely, if B is a 
base for a fuzzy quasi-uniformity on X, then o-‘(B) is a biperfect fuzzy 
syntopogenous tructure on X. Moreover, o(S) is a base for a fuzzy 
uniformity iff for each < E S there exists %i E S finer than &. 
To every base B for a fuzzy quasi-uniformity corresponds a fuzzy 
topology t(B) given by the interior operator 
,u” = sup{p: a@) Q,u for some a E B}. 
Clearly, if B = w(S), then 7(B) = 7(S). 
Let now f: X + Y be a function. If < is a fuzzy topogenous order on Y, 
then f-l(<) (see [13]) is the fuzzy topogenous order on X defined by: 
,qf - ‘(<)p iff f @) Q 1 - f (1 - p). If < is perfect (resp. biperfect), then 
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f-‘(4) is perfect ( resp. biperfect). Also, f-‘(gC) = [f-l(<)]‘. If S is a 
fuzzy syntopogenous tructure on Y, then f - ‘(S) = {f-‘(e): 4 E S} is a 
fuzzy syntopogenous tructure on X. Also, if BE Q,, then a = f -‘@) = 
f - ’ o /3 0 f (a(u)(x) = &ftp))df(x)) belongs to 52,. By [ 131, we have 
f-‘(p) z [f-‘(p)]- and c&f--‘(<)) =f-‘(o(q). 
If B is a base for a fuzzy quasi-uniformity (resp. uniformity) on Y, then 
f-‘(B)= {f-‘@)$EB} is a base for fuzzy quasi-uniformity (resp. 
uniformity on X). Finally, if B, , B, are bases for fuzzy uniformities on X, Y, 
respectively, then f: (X, B,) + (Y, BJ is uniformly continuous ifff-‘(B,) is 
coarser than B, . 
2. FUZZY UNIFORMITY INDUCED BY A UNIFORMITY 
Let A, denote the family of all subsets of XXX which contain the 
diagonal A(X) = ((x, x): x E X}. To each WE A, corresponds a mapping 
a=a,:ZX-tZX, aCu>(x) = suPMY>: (YV x) E IV. 
It is easy to see that a E Q,. Thus we have a mapping 9 = 9x : A, -+ Q,, 
(o(w) = a,. 
The following lemma gives some of the properties of the map 9. 
LEMMA 2.1. (0 9(K) Q 9(WJ IT WI = 6 
(ii) 9 is one-to-one. 
(iii) 9(W-‘) =9(W)-‘. 
(iv> 9(W, 0 W,) > 9(Wd 0 9(Wd 
ProoJ (i) Clearly 9( W,) < 9( W,) if W, c W,. 
Conversely, let a, < a2, a, = 9( W,), and suppose, by way of contradiction, 
that there exists (x, y) belonging to W, but not to W,. Let ,U denote the 
characteristic function of the singleton {x}. Then a,@)(v) = 1 but 
a2Wt y> = 0. 
(ii) It follows from (i). 
(iii) Let a = 9(W) and /3 = 9( W-l). We have 
a-‘@)=inf{pEZX:a(l -p)< 1 -p}, 
l-u)(x) = suP@(Y) : (XV Y) E IV. 
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Let p = /?@) and Y E X. For (x, y) E W, we have p(x) >, p(y). Thus 
au -P)(Y) = sup{1 -P(x): (x9 Y) E W) G 1 -cl(Y). 
Hence a(1 - p) < 1 -p which implies that a-‘@) <P(U). On the other hand, 
let c7 E Zx with a(1 - a) < 1 - ,u. If (x, y) E W, then 1 -p(y) > 
a(1 - o)(y) > 1 - a(x) and so a(x) > ,u(y). Therefore p@)(x) < a(x) for all 
x. It follows that /3@) < a-‘@) for all ,u E Z’. Hence /3 = a-‘. 
(iv) Let .U E Zx and take p = o( W&p). We have 
[V(Wl) o (PW*)101)(x) = PWlK.P)(X) = sup@(y): (Y, x) C w,1. 
Let (y, x) E WI. If (z, y) E W,, then (z, x) E W, 0 W, and so p(z) Q 
VP, 0 W,)ol)(x). Thus 
P(Y) = suP{cl(z): (z, Y) E w21 G (P(W, o W&)(x)* 
Therefore [(p( W,) o cp( W,)]@)(x) < (p( W, o W,)(u)(x) and the result follows. 
From the preceding lemma we get easily the following: 
THEOREM 2.2 Zf F% is a base for a quasi-unifbrmly (resp. u@iormity) on 
X, then the family {q(W) : WE %} is a base for a fuzzy quasi-uniformity 
(resp. uniformity) on X. 
DEFINITION 2.3. If 22 is a quasi-uniformity (resp. uniformity), then we 
will denote by p(g) the fuzzy quasi-uniformity (resp. uniformity) which has 
a base the family {q( IV): WE g}. We will refer to ~(2%‘) as the fuzzy quasi- 
uniformity (resp. uniformity) induced by @. 
Recall that if t is a topology on X, then the family o(r) of all r-lower 
semi-continuous functions from X to Z is the fuzzy topology generated by t. 
THEOREM 2.4. Let g be a quasi-unermity on X and let z be the 
topology of 22. Then 7(+7(P)) coincides with the fuzzy topology o(7) 
generated by 7. 
Proof: Let ,U E 7(&P)) and x,, E X. If ,u(xJ > 0, then there exist p E Z* 
and WE 22 with p(xJ > 8 and q(w)@) Q ,u. The set W[x,] is a 7- 
neighborhood of x,,. Moreover, if y E W[xO], then (x,, y) E W and so 
0 < p(xJ < q(w)@)(y) <p(y). Thus, W[x,] c { y : ,u(y) > 0}. It follows that 
,U is r-lower semi-continuous and so ZJ E w(7). Conversely, let ,U E w(7) and 
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x0 E X with ,D(xJ > 8. Choose 8 < 8, <,11(x0). Since p is r-lower semi- 
continuous, there exists WE % such that 
w-d = {Y:Pu(Y) > 41. 
Let p E Ix be defined by 
P(Y) = iW(x) : (~5 x> E WI. 
We have 
ewP)(x) = sup@(y) : (y, x) E w1 G p(x) 
and so q( IV)@) < ,u. Also 
p(xO) = inf{p(x) : (x0, x) E W} > 8, > 8. 
If cr is the r(q@Z))-interior of p, then p < u (since o(w)@) < ,B) and so 
a(~,,) > 8. It follows that a(~,,) = ~(x,,) for all x,, E X and so ,U = u E t(cp(%)). 
COROLLARY 2.5. If a topology 7 on a set X is uniformizable, then the 
generated fuzzy topology w(7) is uniformizable. 
THEOREM 2.6. Let (X, SFV) and (Y, %‘) be uniform spaces and let f be a 
function from X to Y. Then f is uniformly continuous fl f is uniformly 
continuous as a map between the fuzzy uniform spaces (X, p(g)) and 
K CPW”)). 
Proof. Suppose that f is (2V’, F’)-continuous and let o[ E @‘). There 
exists W’EkV’ such that a>q(W’). Let WE% be such that 
(f(x), f(y)) E W’ whenever (x, y) E W. If /3 = q~( W’), then, for ,U E Ix, we 
have 
f - ‘cB)ol)(x) = P(f ol))(f (xl> 
= suP{fcu)(z): 65 f(x)) E W’l 
= SuPldY): (f(Y),fW E W’l 
>suPMY): (Y,X)E w~=@w)(x)~ 
Thus 
which implies that f-‘(a) E (p(g). It follows that f is (cp(%), rp(@‘))- 
continuous. 
Conversely, let f be (q(p), cp(%‘))-continuous and let W’ E %‘. Since 
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f-‘WV) E v(p), th ere exists WE 2Y such that q(‘w> <f-‘(cp(W’)). We 
will show that (f(x), f(y)) E W’ whenever (x, y) E W. In fact, let 
(x, y) E Wand let p be the characteristic function of the singleton {x}. Since 
1 ‘P(X) < rpvvol)bJ) cP(v(W’))Cu)(u) 
= sup {/J(z) : (f(z), f(Y)) E W’ 1, 
we must have (f(x), f(y)) E W’. This completes the proof. 
3. UNIFORMITY INDUCED BY A FUZZY UNIFORMITY 
For a E a,, we denote by V, the set of all (x, y) E X X X such that 
p(x) < a(p)(y) for all ,u E I*. Clearly V, contains the diagonal d(X) and so 
V, E A,. Thus we have a mapping v: R, -+ A,, y(a) = V, . 
LEMMA 3.1. (i) If a, < a2, then ty(al) c y(a2). 
(ii) ~0 p(W)= Wfor all WEA,. 
(iii) v/ is onto. 
(iv) w(a-‘) = if(a)-‘. 
(4 w@4 0 v&4 = wh 0 ad 
(vi) p o y(a) is the biggest member ,I3 of Q, which is less than a and 
for which there exists WE A, with /? = (p(W). 
Proof: (i) It is obvious. 
(ii) Let a = cp( IV). If (x, v) E W, then a@)(Y) > p(x) for all p E ZX 
and so (x, v) E v/(a). Conversely, let (x,, y,) E w(a). Consider the fuzzy set 
,u defined by 
P(X) = 0 if (x, h) E W 
= 1 if (x, y,) & W. 
Since (x,, y,) E w(a), we have 
dxJ Q aOl)bd = wMx): (4 h) E WI = 0. 
Thus ~(x,,) = 0 which implies that (x0, y,,) E W. 
(iii) It follows from (ii). 
(iv) Let W= ty( ) a and V= ty(a-I). Let (x, y) E W-’ and p EZX. 
Takep= 1 -a-‘@). Since 
a-‘@)=inf{a:a(l-u)<l-p}, 
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we have p = sup{o: a(u) < 1 -,u} and thus a@) = sup{a(o): a(u) < 1 -p} < 
1 -P. Hence 
1 -a-‘Ol)ty)=p(y)~a@)(x)~ 1 -Ax> 
and thus ,u(x) < a-‘(u)(y). This implies that (x, y) E V. Thus W- ’ c V. 
Similarly, 
V-‘cty((a-‘)-‘)=y(a)= W and so VC W-‘. 
(v) Let Vi = w(ai), i = 1,2, and W(a, o a,) = V. 
Let (x, z) E V, o V,. There exists y such that (x, y) E V, and (.Y, z) E V, . 
Let p E Zx and p = a*(p). We have 
a1 0 a&)(z) = al@)(z) > ~3.v) = azCu)(Y>  P(x). 
Thus p(x) < a, o a&)(z) for all ,D E Zx which implies that (x, z) E V. 
(vi) Let W = w(a) and p = (p( IV). We have p < a. In fact, let ,U E I*. If 
(y, x) E W, then &J) < a@)(x). Hence 
PWt4 = surly: (Y, 4 E IV < 44(x) 
and so &u) < a@). Let now V E .4, be such that aI = q(V) < a. By (i), (ii) 
and by Lemma 2.1, we have V= w(a,) < w(a) and so a, =rp(V)< 
CQ( v) 0 w(a) = /3. This completes the proof. 
By the preceding lemma, we have the following: 
THEOREM 3.2. Zf B is a base for a fuzzy quasi-uniformity (resp. 
uniformity) on X, then the family (w(a): a E B } is a base for a quasi- 
untformity (resp. uniformity on X). 
DEFINITION 3.3. If @ is a fuzzy quasi-uniformity (resp. uniformity on 
X), then we will denote by w(Q) the quasi-uniformity (resp. uniformity) 
which has a base the family {y(a): a E @}. We will refer to w(Q) as the 
quasi-uniformity (resp. uniformity) induced by @. 
THEOREM 3.4. Let % be a untformity and @ a fuzzy untformity on X. 
Then : 
(i) w 0 rp(P) = P. 
(ii) rp o I/I(@) is the coarsest of all fuzzy uniformities on X which are 
finer than @ and which are generated by ungormities. 
(iii) Zf z = $I&@)), then every member of T(Q) is z-lower semi- 
continuous. 
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Proo$ (i) Let Pi = w 0 q(g). By Lemma 3.1, we have 22 c @, . On the 
other hand, let WE gl. There are VE % and p E 0, such that cp( V) < ,8, 
w(j3) c W. Hence V = w 0 p(V) c w(j?) c W which implies that WE F%‘. 
(ii) If a E @, then a, = a, o v/(a) E q o w(G) and a1 < a by 
Lemma 3.1. Thus (p o w(Q) is a fuzzy uniformity liner than @. Let now 2V’ 
be a uniformity on X such that q@‘) is liner than @. We will show that 
q+P’) is liner than v, o w(Q). Let /I E rp 0 v(G). There exist WE w(Q) such 
that p > q(w). Let a E @ be such that w(a) c W. Since q@Y’) is liner than 
@, there exists VE P’ such that o(v) < a. Thus 
and so WE 22’. Since p > q(w), we have p E (p(P’) which proves that 
(p 0 w(Q) is coarser than #P’). 
(iii) Let ,u E t(Q). We will show that ,D is r-lower semi-continuous. In 
fact let x0 E X with p(x,J > 19. Since ,U E r(Q), there exists p E 1’ and a E Qi 
such that p(x,,) > 0 and a@) <p. If W = w(a), then for all y E W[x,] we 
have 0 < p(x,,) < a(p)(y) < ,u( y). Thus W[x,] c { y: p(y) > e}. This proves 
that ,u is r-lower semi-continuous and this completes the proof. 
THEOREM 3.5. Let (X, Q), (Y, @‘) be fuzzy uniform spaces and let 
f: X--t Y be uniformly continuous. Then f is also uniformly continuous as a 
map between the uniform spaces (X, w(Q)) and (Y, w(@‘)). 
Proof: Let W’ E w(@‘) and let a’ E @’ be such that v/(a’) c W’. Since f 
is (@, @‘)-continuous, we have that a = f -‘(a’) E a. Let W= w(a). We 
will show that (f(x), f (y) E W’ whenever (x, y) E W. In fact, let (x, y) E W 
andpEIY. IfP=f-lb), then 
b(f (x)) = P(X) G a(p)(y) = a’(f @))(f (y)) G a’Ol)(f ( y)). 
Thus, for all ~1 E Ix, we have ,u(f (x) < a’(,u)(f(y)) which implies that 
(f(x), f(y)) E ~(a’) c W’. Hence f is (w(Q), v(P))-continuous. 
4. PROXIMITY CLASSES OF FUZZY UNIFORMITIES 
It is well known that every proximity 6 has a compatible uniformity. Also 
there is a smallest uniformity compatible with 6. In this section we will show 
that the same happens for the fuzzy proximities. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let 2V be a fuzzy uniformity on X. Then the binary 
relation 6 = a(@/) on Ix, defined by: ,&J rra(,u) < 1 -p for some a E %, is a 
fuzzy proximity. Moreover z(6) = 5(p). 
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Proof. (FPl) Suppose that ,u& and let a E % with a(p) < I - p. Since 
% is a fuzzy uniformity, we have a - ’ E %. Moreover a -I@) Q 1 - ,U since 
a-‘(p) = inf{a: a(1 - a) < 1 - p}. Thus ~8,. 
(FP2) Clearly ,u& and u < p imply that ,&. Thus p&p, V pJ implies 
that ,u&i and ,u&, . Conversely, let p&i and p&, . There are ai, a2 E 9 with 
ai@)< 1 --pi, i= 1,2. Let aE% be such that a<a,, a*. Then a(u)< 
(1 -PJ A (1 -PJ = 1 - CA V P& and so lusbl V pz. 
(FP3) Since a(0) = 0 for all a E %, it follows that p&p whenever ,U = 0 
or p = 0. 
(FP4) If ,u$p, then there exists a E @ with a@) < 1 -p, Thus 
rll<aol)<l-pp. 
(FP5) Let ,u8p and let a E % with a(p) < 1 -p. Take a, E % such 
that a, o a, f a. Take u = 1 - a,(p). Then &. Also, 
al(l - 0) = a&,tp>) < ati) < 1 -P 
and so 1 - u8p. 
This proves that 6 is a fuzzy proximity on X. Finally, let p E Ix. If we 
denote by & and pi the interiors of p with respect o the fuzzy topologies 
7(g) and z(6), respectively, then 
& = sup{p: a@) Q p for some a E %} 
= sup@:plql -p)} 
= 1 - 1 -p, =& 
This proves that t(p) = t(8) and the proof is complete. 
DEFINITION 4.2. A fuzzy uniformity % is said to be compatible with a 
fuzzy proximity S if p8p holds iff there exists a E % with a(p) < 1 -p. The 
set of all fuzzy uniformities which are compatible with a given fuzzy prox- 
imity 6 form the proximity class n(J) of 6. 
We will show that Z7(6) is never empty and that it contains a smallest 
element. 
Recall that a fuzzy point in X is a fuzzy set p for which there exists a 
point xp E X, called the support of p, such that p(x,) > 0 and p(x) = 0 if 
x # xp. We will say that a fuzzy point p belongs to a fuzzy set p, and write 
p E p, if p < p. Let n(X) denote the set of all fuzzy points in X. 
LEMMA 4.3. Let & be fuzzy semi-topogenous order on X and let ,u ep a. 
If P E ,u with ,u(xp) > P(xp), then P 4 u. 
Proof: There exists a family (,B~)~~,,, of fuzzy sets with p= sup ,u, and 
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pu, < u for each a. Since ,u(x~) > P(xp), there exists a such that ,u,(x~) > 
P(x,,). Thus P < ,u, < u and so P < u. 
Let now p,,, p0 be fuzzy sets in X with p0 <PO. Define a binary relation 
@ = GrJ.Pg on Ix by: p<p iff either p=O or p= 1 or ,u<p,,<ppo<p. It is 
easy to see that e is a biperfect fuzzy topogenous order on X. A fuzzy 
topogenous order on X of the form <BO,pO, for some p,,, pO in Ix, is called 
elementary. 
LEMMA 4.4. If $ = <Ll,p, then &I= <l--p,l--p. 
LEMMA 4.5. Let +, be a perfect (resp. biperfect) fuzzy topogenous order 
and let <, ,..., Q, be elementary fuzzy topogenous orders on a set X. Then, 
< = (U FE0 <i)q is perfect (resp. biperfect). In particular, if <,, is also 
elementary, then < is biperfect. 
Proof: We will prove the result by induction on n. Suppose first that 
n = 1 and that -+, is perfect. To show that < is perfect, it suffices to show 
that < = <‘. So, let ,U gp u. 
If p = 0, then p < u. Suppose that ,U # 0. We will show first the following: 
Claim. If P is a fuzzy point with P(xp) < ,u(xp), then there are fuzzy sets 
u,,u,suchthatu=u,Au2,P~,,u,andP~,u,. 
In fact, let P be such a fuzzy point. By Lemma 4.3, we have p Q u. Thus, 
there exist fuzzy sets p1 ,..., pu, and y, ,..., yk such that P= V~=,,ui, 
~=Ajk_~ yj andpid’ yj, where <‘=<,, U4,. It is easy to see that P=pi 
for some i. Set ui=A{yj:P<,yj}, u,=A {yj:P,<,yj}. (We take 
interection over the empty class to be the constant fuzzy set 1.) Then 
u=u, Au2, P<,u, and P<,u,. 
If e1 = <rco,po’ we define the fuzzy sets y and 6 by 
Y(X) = 0 if P&) > 14x> 
= P(X) if P&) < i4x>, 
6(x) = 1 if P,(X) & +I 
= u(x) if pa(x) > u(x). 
Thenp=@ApJVyandu=(uVp,)A6. 
We will show that ,U +, 6. In fact, let P be a fuzzy point with 
P(xp) < p(xp). By the claim, there are fuzzy sets u,, u2 with u = 6, A u2, 
P<,u, and P<,u,. SinceP@,u, andp#O, we havep,<u,. If, for some 
Y, 4~) f 1, then UAY) 2 PRY) > U(Y) = &Y) and thus O,(Y) = U(Y) = S(Y). 
Thus u,(y) < 6(y) for all y. Since P <,, u, ( 6, we have P <,, 6. But 
p = sup{P E n(x): P(xp) < p(xp)}. 
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Thus, p e,, 6 since Q~ is perfect. Also, y 4O 6. In fact, y = sup{P E n(X): 
y(x,) > P(+) > p,&)}. Let P E n(X) with y(x,) > P(xp) > P&C,,). Since 
lu > y, there are u i , u2 such that u=u,Aur, P-+,u, and Pe,u,. Since 
P&J > LIP and PI&~Q~, we must have u2 = 1 and thus p<,u=u,. 
Since q, is perfect, we have y <,, u. Also ,U A p,-, Q I u V pO. Thus we have 
P = CA A PO) v ?A u = (a v PO) A 6, PA&~1~VPO~ 
P A PO go 4 Y*ou<~VPo and y&ou<6. 
Therefore, u < u. This proves that < is perfect. The case of an arbitrary n 
follows by induction since 
This prove the result in case <, is perfect. Assume next that 4. is biperfect. 
Let <; = 6:, i = 0, l,..., n. Then </, is perfect (since <o is biperfect) and -%f 
i = l,..., n, are elementary by Lemma 4.4. Hence, by the first part, 
(U YE0 g/)q is perfect. But 
Thus, both Q and @’ are perfect and so < is biperfect. This completes the 
proof. 
Let now 6 be a fuzzy proximity on X and let S(6) = {<6} be the 
corresponding symmetrical fuzzy topogenous structure (see [ 11 I), where 
,u es p iff $(l - p). We omit the proof of the following easily established 
lemma: 
LEMMA 4.6. Let p. <s p. and let u E Ix be such that ,u, <8 u <& po. Then 
< UO,PO is coarser than <o,pO 0 <,,O,U. 
THEOREM 4.7. The family S, of all fuzzy topogenous orders on X of the 
form 
is a biperfect fuzzy syntopogenous structure on X. Moreover, for each 
=+ E S,, 9’ belongs also to S, . 
Proof. Each member of S, is biperfect by Lemma 4.5. Let 
< = ((Jy=‘=, <L,,Pi)q E S,. For each i, there exists, by (FP5), (Ti E IX such that 
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PiQ8°i$SPt* Let <1= ULl < I(,,cTi’ e* = u;=‘=, <Oi& and 
<3 = (4, uQ9. Then *3 E S,. Moreover, 4 is coarser than s3 0 Q3. In 
fact, by Lemma4.6, <c,,P, is coarser than <I = <,,,,Pio <yi,m,. But (Oi,pi and 
< LLI,~, are both coarser than q and so <; is coarser than <3 0 <3 = <‘. 
Thus, each <I(,,pi is coarser than 4’. From this follows that -+ is coarser than 
4’. It is also clear that, given any two members of S, there exists another 
member of S, which is liner than both. Thus S, is a biperfect fuzzy 
syntopogenous tructure on X. Finally, let < = (Uf=, <P,,P,)9 E S,. Since 
pi $,p, and since <s is symmetrical, we have 1 -pi 4s 1 -pi. Thus 
<, = (U;zl <,-+.,J9 E S,. Also (q,,,J = <l--pi,l--pi~ Thus 
<1= ($1 Gi)B= [9 ,,.,,JC9=@. 
This completes the proof. 
COROLLARY 4.8. The family w(S,) is a base for a fuzzy uniformity. 
Notation. We will denote by P(6) the fuzzy uniformity which has as a 
base the family o(S,). 
THEOREM 4.9. g’(6) is the smallest member of II(d). 
Proof: First of all we will show that P(S) is compatible with 6 and so it 
belongs to n(d). In fact, let ,uJp. Then e = <8,1--p E S,. If a = w(9), then 
a E g(S) and a@) < 1 -p since ,u 4 1 -p. Conversely, let a E P(6) be such 
that a@) ( 1 -p. There exists Q = (uyE1 <r,,pi)9 such that a, = ~(4) < a. 
Since pi <s p,, we have that <pI,p, is coarser than @s. It follows that < is 
coarser than +. Since a,@)< 1 -p, we have ,u< 1 -p and hence p&, 1 -p 
which implies that pdp. This proves that P(6) is compatible with 6 and so 
it belongs to n(8). Finally, let Pi be an arbitrary member of n(8) and let 
S, = w-‘(&i). Let < = (Uy=, <el,pi)9 E S,. Since lui 8(1 -pi) and since %I is 
compatible with S, there exist a,,..., a,, in Pi such that a&) < pi. Let a E PI 
be such that a<ai for each i, 1 <i<n, and let g’=w-‘(a). Then,ci<‘pi, 
for each i, and so <U,,p, is coarser than <‘. Hence 4 is coarser than g’. This 
proves that S, is finer than S, and so 9, is finer than P(6). This completes 
the proof. 
By [9], a fuzzy topology t is completely regular iff it is the topology given 
by a fuzzy proximity. Thus, we have the following: 
COROLLARY 4.10 ([5]). A fuzzy topology t is completely regular z#t is 
uniformizable. 
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We will say that a biperfect fuzzy syntopogenous structure S is 
compatible with some fuzzy proximity S iff o(S) is a base for a fuzzy 
uniformity compatible with S. 
PROPOSITION 4.11. Let 6, 6’ be fuzzy proximities on a set X, with GfIner 
than 6’, and let S’ be a bipet$ect fuzzy syntopogenous structure compatible 
with 8’. Then the family 
s= {{4U4’}?4ES8, 4’ES’) 
is a biper$ect fuzzy syntopogenous structure compatible with 6. 
Proof Let Q = (Uy=‘=, <Li,Li)9 and 6’ E S’. Then 
and so Q,, is biperfect by Lemma 4.5. 
Also, if <; E S’ is finer than 4”, then (4’ U <I)@ is an element of S finer 
than 4: = (4’U 4’c)q. It follows now easily that S is a biperfect fuzzy 
syntopogenous structure on X such that w(S) is a base for a fuzzy 
uniformity. Finally, we show that S is compatible with 6. In fact, if p8p, then 
4 = <y,,--p belongs to S, and ,u 4 1 -p. If 4’ is an arbitrary member of S’ 
and Q~ = (4 U 4’)q, then p Q* 1 -p. Thus, there exists a, = ~(6,) E o(S) 
such that a&) Q 1 -p. Conversely, suppose that there exists a E w(S) with 
a(p)<l-p. Then, there are @ES, and <‘ES such that ,u4,1-p, 
where @i = (4 U 4’)q E S. Since 6 is finer than 6’, es is finer than 46s. But 
4,, is finer than 4’ since S’ is compatible with 6. Similarly 4 is coarser 
than Q~ since S, is compatible with 6. It follows that es is finer than 4, and 
so ~1 4s 1 - p. Hence ,t&p and this completes the proof. 
THEOREM 4.12. Let (X, S,), (Y, 6,) be fuzzy proximity spaces and let f 
be a proximity mapping from X to Y. If Z%z E II( then there exists 
PI E IT(&) such that f: (X, gI:> + (Y, 2!J is uniformZy continuous. If 
@z = %(6,), then we can take %, = 22(S,). 
Proof Let P’; = f -‘(Pz). Then, %‘: is a base for a fuzzy uniformity on X 
(by [ 131). Consider the fuzzy proximity 6’ on X defined by ,as’p iff there 
exists Q E 9; with a@) < 1 -p. Let now ps’p and let a = f -'(a') E 9; be 
such that a(u) < 1 -p. But a(p)(x) =_a’df@))~(x)). From this follows that 
a'(f(,u)) Q 1 -f(p) and hence f(u) S,f @) since & is compatible with 6,. 
We conclude that p&p since f is (6, , b,)-proximally continuous. This proves 
that S’ is coarser than 6,. If now S, = o(%;), then there exists, by the 
preceding proposition, a biperfect fuzzy syntopogenous tructure S on X 
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finer than both S, and S,, and compatible with 6,. Let Pi be the fuzzy 
uniformity on X which has a base the family w(S). Then Pi E ZZ(8,). Also,f 
is (%i , @Z)-uniformly continuous since P1 is liner than 9; = f - ‘(Q. 
Finally, suppose 
a = o(<), then 
that PZ = P/(6,). If < = (Uy=i <Pi,pi)9 E S6, and 
f-‘(e)= lj < 
[ I 
9 
f-‘(Wi)vf-‘(Pi) i= 1 
sincef -‘&J = <f-l(r),f~L(p). Since f is (6,) Q-proximally continuous and 
since ,q 6,(1 -pi), we have f-‘(q) 8,[ 1 -f -‘(pi)]. It follows that 
f-‘(g) E S,, and so f-‘(a) = w(f -l(e)) E P/(6,). Thus, f -‘(2V(6,)) c 
f -‘(P/(6,)) and so f is (P(6,), P(Q)-uniformly continuous. 
THEOREM 4.13. Let (X, S,), (Y, 6,) be fuzzy proximity spaces and let f 
be a function from X to Y. If %, E lI(8,) and g2 = g/(6,), then f is a prox- 
imity mapping l@Tf is (2&, 2k+niformly continuous. 
Proof: If f is a proximity mapping, then f is (%(6,), P’,)-uniformly 
continuous (by the preceding theorem) and thus f is (PI:, PZ)-uniformly 
continuous since %(_6,) c P, . Conversely, let f be (P, , Q-uniformly 
continuous and let &p. Then + = <L,1 --p E SaZ and so a = w(<) E &. 
Thus f -‘(a) E PI. Moreover, 
f -‘(a)(f -‘W)(x) = a(f(f -‘W))(f(x)) 
< a@)(f(x)) < 1 -p(f(x)) = 1 -f-‘@)(x). 
So f -‘(a)(f -I@)) < 1 -f -‘@) and hence f-‘(u) 6$-‘(p) since P, is 
compatible with 6,. This proves that f is a proximity mapping and the result 
follows. 
We will finish the paper with the following: 
PROPOSITION 4.14. Let 6 be a fuzzy proximity and let %, , g2, P3 be 
fuzzy uniformities with %, c g3 c g2. If 2Yl, & E II(s), then 2Z3 belongs also 
to n(s). 
Proof: It follows immediately from the fact that 6(P) is coarser than 
a(%‘) whenever 5% c P’. 
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